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Which exams do you prepare your 
students for?

Do you use a course book or a test book 
as teaching material?

How do you feel about the materials you 
use? How do you feel about teaching 
exam prep courses?



A first lesson…

Make some guesses about:

● How we know each other
● Where we live
● What we do in our free time
● The languages we speak



Write four questions to ask us to find out 
which of your guesses were right. Use:

1. A future form
2. A hypothetical conditional
3. The present perfect
4. ……………. (your choice)



Now ask your neighbours the 
questions. Do you you need to 

change anything first?



A student- generated first lesson
This image cannot currently be displayed.



Cambridge English: First- Speaking part 1

The Cambridge English First: Handbook for Teachers says...

“In this part of the test, students will benefit from finding opportunities to practise 
talking about themselves. Interlocutors will ask candidates a range of questions 
about their everyday lives, for example sports they enjoy, travel and holidays, 
work experience and so on. Encourage your students to respond promptly, with 
answers which are complete and spontaneous.” 1



Our philosophy:
To ‘dynamite’ the exam by practising its components (sub-skills, 
language points) individually, instead of using exam practice materials. 
Activities are always:

Student-centred

Student-generated 

Low-prep

Personalised

Learner focused not book focused



What might the people be 
enjoying about spending time 

together?



Cambridge English: First. 
Advice to teachers in the exam handbook:

“Encourage your students to bring their own photographs to class and to speak 
about them.”1

“Candidates are not expected to give detailed descriptions of each picture. Rather, 
they are asked to compare the pictures and to give their reaction to them.” 1



Give me some topics you like to talk about with 
your friends...



Talk to your partner about the topics. Give an 
opinion and, say why:

I think Prince was the best musician in the world
because his music is sexy and raw!



Cambridge English: First

Descriptor for Band 5 in the Interactive Communication scale: 

“Initiates and responds appropriately, linking contributions to those of other 
speakers.”1

Advice from Cambridge about preparing students for FCE speaking part three:

“Students should be encouraged to respond to each other’s contributions by 
agreeing, disagreeing and questioning each other, rather than just giving 
information about the task.”1



Extension :
Repeat the mingle activity, but this time student B extends their answer using the 
phrase ‘having said that’:

SA- I think Prince was the best musician in the world, because his music is sexy 
and raw!

SB- I’d go along with that. Having said that, I can’t stand ‘Purple Rain’. I hate love 
songs!



Cambridge English: First

For a Band 5 in FCE in the Discourse Management scale:

“Produces extended stretches of language with very little hesitation.”1



BUS STOP CONVERSATION



BUS STOP CONVERSATION extensions

Practice/revise student-selected target language
1. Topic vocab

2. Discourse markers, e.g. Well, However, etc.

3. Sentence frames, e.g. One of my favorite things about X is…



● Which was your favourite activity?

● Which one(s) could work in your teaching context?

● How could you adapt the activities for TOEFL and 

IELTS?

● How can this ‘dynamite’ philosophy be extended to 

other sections of the exam?

Your reflections…..



Using cards: 
Students can 
write sentences 
using the target 
language, then 
use them in a 
mingle activity.

My FCE 
students made 
these to practise
phrasal verbs.



It was a class of teenage boys!



Dynamite ELT

Blog: 
www.dynamiteelt.wordpress.com

Facebook: @dynamiteelt

Twitter: @kyletdugan @ClarkLinz
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